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The black curve is the experimental data divided by the form factor after polydispersity has been taken into account. The orange line is a guide to the eye to show that the peak position has not changed after taking into account the effect of form factor.
SAXS Analysis (form factor contributions)
The peak in Intensity (I) vs q is also taken to be the first peak in the structure factor -this will be made clear in the text. This is in agreement with a number of studies in literature which have made this assumption. 1, 2 We can also prove in our case that the first peak in I vs q is the same as the position of the first peak in structure factor -confirming the approach taken by investigators in literature.
S10
The intensity I(q) from a suspension of particles of volume fraction φ is given by
where P(q) is the particle form factor and S(q) is the structure factor which is a relative measure of how the particles are spaced with respect to each other. P(q) is given by
where d i is the particle diameter.
One can account for modest Polydispersity in particle size by calculating P(q) for a size distribution but assume S(q) remains that for monodisperse particles. This can be done by employing a Gaussian diameter distribution to calculate an average form factor for a population of particles with mean diameter d i and standard deviation σ i . The integration variable x is the variable diameter of the particle.
For the synthetic Iron oxide particles -as reported in Table 1 (main text) -the average diameter is 11 nm with ± 0.9 nm. From equation (1), the experimental I(q) can be divided by the polydisperse form factor to yield the structure factor S(q). Results are shown in figure S7 below.
Thus it can be seen in the figure that even after taking into account the effect of the form factorthe position of the first peak does not change. The conclusions in the paper are based on the position of the first peak and in agreement with other studies in literature. This can be shown to be true for the higher concentration iron oxide sample as well.
The effect of polydispersity on form factor is also shown for the commercial iron oxide samples 16.8 ± 5.6 nm in Figure S7B . As can be seen from the figure -polydispersity wipes out features in the form factor The commercial and synthetic nickel samples are almost double the size than synthetic iron oxide. If we do assume hard sphere behavior then the peak that we see in Figure 2 (main text) at 0.25 nm -1 would occur at 0.125 nm -1 -which is very close to the beam stop and hence we feel it is masked in our experimental measurements. Even in these samples, the peak in intensity vs q would be unaffected by the form factor as shown above. n is a depolarization factor and nʹ is a shape parameter for models in Group 3 (group denoted in parentheses) n m and n f are factors corresponding to matrix and filler in the Tinga model Information Table S1 . Equations of various models used to fit dielectric real permittivity data 3 S17 
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